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Abstract—Static power due to the leakage currents has
become a major concern in CMOS logic circuits as the technology is scaled down. Introducing non-volatility into logic
circuits is a promising solution offering zero standby power
and instant-on applications. Recently, spin-transfer torque
magnetoresistive random-access memory (STT-MRAM) circuits
have been presented to enable stateful logic by implementing
reprogrammable- and implication-based magnetic tunnel junction logic operations. In this work we describe tradeoffs in
the design of MRAM-based stateful logic architectures. It has
been shown that although the implication logic outperforms
the reprogrammable architecture, a combination of these two
architectures reduces the number of required logic steps and the
energy consumption, however, at the cost of reduced reliability.
MRAM-based logic is also well suited for high performance
parallel non-volatile computations as it is shown by an example.
Index Terms—magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), material implication (IMP), non-volatility, magnetoresistive random-access
memory (MRAM), reprogrammable logic, spin transfer torque
(STT), stateful logic

I. I NTRODUCTION
Fundamental physical limitations such as leakage, high
power densities, process variability, and soaring costs will
bring the scaling of the classical CMOS devices to an end [1].
Therefore, investigating possible alternative technologies to
replace or at least to supplement CMOS is important to
further enhance the performance of logic devices and circuits.
Distributing non-volatile memory elements over a CMOS
logic-circuit is expected to address some of the abovedescribed limitations by providing ultra-low power and fast
operation as it eliminates the static leakage (standby) power
dissipation and reduces interconnection delay [2].
Spintronic devices, especially MgO-based magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJs), are strong candidates to replace CMOSbased memory due to their non-volatility and compatibility
with CMOS technology [3]. The spin-transfer torque (STT)
switching technique eliminates the physical mismatch between reading and writing of the MTJs and allows more
scalable and smaller switching energies [4]. Magnetoresistive
random-access memory (MRAM) with STT-MTJs as memory
elements combines the speed of static RAMs (SRAMs), the
density of dynamic RAMs (DRAMs), and the non-volatility
of flash memory and has all the characteristics of a universal
memory [5]. Furthermore, MTJ technology is attractive for
building logic configurations which combine non-volatile
memories and logic circuits (so-called logic-in-memory architecture) to overcome the leakage power issue [6], [7].
Recently, it has been demonstrated that direct communication between STT-MTJs enables intrinsic logic-in-memory

(also known as “stateful” logic [9]), for which the MTJs are
used as the main devices for logic computations [10], [11]
and the need for intermediate sensing amplifiers is eliminated.
This allows to reduce the power consumption, interconnection
delay, as well as the device count. In [10] and [11] MTJbased implication (Fig. 1a) and reprogrammable (Fig. 1b)
logic gates are used to realize fundamental Boolean logic
operations. In these gates the initial resistance states of the
MTJs act as logic inputs. The final resistance state of the
target/output MTJs represents the logic result of the gates.
Depending on the input logic state, each gate provides a
state dependent (conditional) STT switching behavior of
the output MTJs. This conditional switching behavior corresponds to a fundamental logic operation provided by the
gate as a basic operation. Due to an easy integration of
MTJs on top of a CMOS circuit into a one transistor/one
MTJ (1T/1MTJ) cell (Fig. 1c), the MTJ logic gates can be
extended to MRAM-based logic arrays for large-scale nonvolatile applications [12]. In [13] we showed that, for complex logic functions, the implication logic outperforms the
reprogrammable architecture from both reliability and power
consumption point of views. In this work, we demonstrate that
although the implication logic is computationally complete,
its combination with the reprogrammable gate reduces the
number of required logic steps as complex logic functions
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Fig. 1. MTJ-based implication (a) and reprogrammable (b) logic gates. (c)
One-transistor/one-MTJ (1T/1MTJ) structure used in common STT-MRAM
architecture [8].
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Fig. 2. MRAM logic architecture including two common STT-MRAM arrays [8] connected in series. The stored data (resistance state) in the MTJs are
represented as ai and bi for Array 1 and Array 2, respectively.

are designed based on the basic operations from both architectures. Thus, the total time and the energy consumption are
decreased. However, the total error probability increases due
to the lower reliability of the reprogrammable architecture. It
is shown that the time performance of the MRAM-based logic
architectures is significantly improved by the parallelization
of computations.
II. MRAM-BASED S TATEFUL L OGIC
In the common STT-MRAM architecture [8], the 1T/1MTJ
cells are coupled in parallel between the current-carrying
source lines (SLs) and bit lines (BLs) (Fig.2). Each cell
contains one MTJ to store binary data and an access transistor
to control the current flowing through the MTJ. In order
to select a specific MTJ for read/write operations, a proper
voltage signal is applied to the gate terminal of the corresponding access transistor through a word line (WL). In a
memory (read/write) mode, a selecting voltage (Vs ) is applied
to an arbitrary WL and a proper current (or voltage) signal
is applied to the current-carrying lines to readout/switch the
resistance state of the selected MTJ.
In the implication logic mode [12], a selecting (Vs ) and
a pre-selecting (Vps < Vs ) are applied to two arbitrary
WLs in one array. As Vps is lower, its access transistor
exhibits a higher channel resistance and thus provides the
structural asymmetry required for the implication gate (RG
in Fig. 1a). In the reprogrammable logic mode [14], two
MTJs are simultaneously selected as inputs in one array and
one MTJ is selected as the output in the other array. Due to
the serial connection of the arrays, the three simultaneously
selected MTJs form the circuit topology required for the
reprogrammable gate shown in Fig.1b. By applying a proper
voltage difference (VA ) to the BLs of the arrays, the result
of a basic reprogrammable logic operation is written in the
output MTJ.
In combination with writing logic ‘0’ and logic ‘1’ operations, both implication and reprogrammable logic architectures are computationally complete. Thus, any Boolean
logic function can be computed in a series of sequential steps
using these architectures. In fact, as only one operation at a
time can be performed in this logic framework, complex logic

functions are implemented by using a set of subsequent operations. As an example, in the implication logic architecture
the implementation of an XOR function (a3 ← a1 XOR a2 )
includes:
TRUE : a3 , a4 = 1
NIMP : a3 → a1 ≡ {a03 = a3 .a1 = a1 }
NIMP : a4 → a2 ≡ {a04 = a4 .a2 = a2 }
NIMP : a2 → a1 ≡ {a02 = a2 .a1 }
NIMP : a4 → a3 ≡ {a04 = a4 .a3 = a2 .a1 }
TRUE : a1 = 1
NIMP : a1 → a2 ≡ {a01 = a1 .a2 = 1.(a2 .a1 ) = a2 + a1 }
NIMP : a1 → a4 ≡ {a01 = a1 .a4 = (a2 + a1 ).(a2 + a1 )}
TRUE : a3 = 1
NIMP : a3 → a1 ≡ {a03 = a1 = a2 .a1 + a2 .a1 }
≡ {a3 ← a1 XOR a2 }

(1)

NIMP (negated IMP) is the basic logic operation of the
implication logic. According to (1), when multiple nonvolatile logic fan-out is required, a set of TRUE and NIMP
operations (performing NOT and COPY functions) allows
to copy the information in the array without the need for
intermediate sensing/writing operations.
Reliability-based design of an XOR function in the reprogrammable architecture requires the following steps [15]:
Preset : b1 = 1
AND : b1 ← a1 .a2
Preset : a3 = 0, b2 = 1
NAND : a3 ← b1 .b2 ≡ b1
Preset : b1 = 0
NAND : b1 ← a1 .a3 ,
Preset : b2 = 0
NAND : b2 ← a2 .a3 ,
Preset : a3 = 0
NAND : a3 ← b1 .b2 ≡ a1 XOR a2 ,

(2)

where AND and NAND are the most reliable basic logic
operations of the reprogrammable architecture [15].
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Fig. 3. (a) Energy consumption for complex logic functions. The y-axis is
normalized by the amount of energy required for high-to-low MTJ resistance
switching. (b) E f for different MRAM-based implementations of functions
XOR, half adder (HA), and full adder (FA).

III. P ERFORMANCE I MPROVEMENT AND R ESULTS
For the performance analysis, we follow the 1T/1MTJ
model presented in our previous work [13] and the STT-MTJ
Spice model [16] for the energy calculations. The average
error probability of a complex Boolean logic function (f ),
which is implemented as a sequence of the basic implication
or reprogrammable logic operations, is defined as [15]
E f = 1 − R(f ) = 1 −

nf
Y

[1 − E b (i)],

(3)

i=1

where R(f ) shows the reliability of f , nf is the total
number of required basic logic operations for implementing
f , and E b (i) denotes to the average error probability of
the i−th basic logic operation. For example, implication or
reprogrammable-based XOR function includes seven NIMP
(nf = 7) or one AND and four NAND (nf = 5) basic
functions.
Fig. 3 shows the energy consumptions and the error probabilities (E f ) for MRAM-based XOR, half adder, and full
adder logic functions. It demonstrates that the implicationbased implementation of complex functions exhibits a better
performance with respect to power consumption (Fig. 3a). It
also provides about two orders of magnitude higher reliability
than the reprogrammable architecture (Fig. 3b). Therefore, the
implication logic outperforms the reprogrammable logic and
is expected to be the implementation of choice for MRAMbased stateful logic circuits. However, in the following we
discuss more design tradeoffs by combining these logic
architectures.

Preset : a5 = 1
AND : a5 ← b1 .b2 ≡ a1 XOR a2 ,

According to Fig. 3a, the CRI design provides a lower
energy consumption compared to both implication and reprogrammable designs. However, its error probabilities is
higher that the implication design since it employs basic
reprogrammable operations.
B. Parallel MRAM-Based Computation
Parallelization of several MRAM arrays can be used to
perform simultaneous operations on the same WLs to decrease the number of required serial steps. For example, in
the implication architecture by applying the selecting and
pre-selecting voltage signals to two WLs in Fig.4, the corresponding MTJs are selected and pre-selected in all arrays.
Therefore, by applying corresponding current signals (Iimp )
simultaneously to all current-carrying lines, implication operations are simultaneously performed in all arrays. Similarly,
reprogrammable operations can be parallelized when the two
group of coupled arrays are connected in series.
For logic functions in which intermediate results have to
be used as input of next logic steps (e.g. a two-bit full adder
shown in Fig.5) only some parts of the computations can be
performed in parallel. As the carry output from the first full
adder (cout ) is required as an input for the second full adder
(c0in ) it is not possible to parallelize all computations.
We assume that a1 (a2 ) and a01 (a02 ) are stored in the first
(second) MTJs in the MRAM arrays 1 and 10 which have
coupled WLs. The AND and the XOR functions between

WLn

A. Combining Reprogrammable and Implication Logic
Due to computational completeness, implication and reprogrammable MRAM-based stateful logic architectures can
be used independently to design any Boolean logic function.
However, their combination can minimize the number of
required logic steps as it provides more degrees of freedom
by utilizing more fundamental logic operations of several
gates. Therefore, it reduces the execution time and the energy
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Fig. 4. Coupled MRAM arrays suited for parallel MRAM-based stateful
computations.
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is largely decreased. It also features a simple circuit structure
and delocalizes computational execution, which opens the
door for innovation in computational paradigms.
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Array 1. Then by using a read/write operation the result is
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and finally the calculations are continued to compute c0out
in Array 10 . As a result, by parallelization of the MRAMbased logic arrays, the total calculation time required for the
implication-based and CRI-based implementations of a twobit full adder are decreased by about 40% and 50% (Fig.6).
IV. C ONCLUSION

Number of Sequential Steps

We have described the possible tradeoffs to optimze the
execution time, energy consumption, and the reliability of
the MRAM-based stateful logic architecture. It has been
shown that a combined reprogrammable-implication logic
architecture minimizes the total number of the required
logic steps and thus the energy consumptions. However, it
decreases the reliability of the MRAM-based computations.
It is demonstrated that the parallelization of MRAM-based
computations can significantly reduce the execution time.
Since MRAM-based computing systems merge logic and
memory, the necessary communication between separate units
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architectures.
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